
A METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING DIRICHLET ALGEBRAS1

A. BROWDER AND J. WERMER2

I. Introduction. We give here some methods for the construction

of new Dirichlet algebras out of old ones. The arguments and results

are extensions of those we have given in [l]. As one application, we

obtain a proper Dirichlet subalgebra of the algebra of functions con-

tinuous on the unit circle which extend analytically to the disk,

and this answers a question asked in [4].

Related results, arrived at independently, are contained in Glicks-

berg [3].

We start with a Lemma, perhaps well known, of which a special

case was used in [l].

Lemma. Let B be a Banach space, B* its conjugate space. Let U, V

be weak-* closed subspaces of B*. Write W for the vector space sum of

U and V. Then W is weak-* closed provided there exists a positive con-

stant k such that

||«|| + ||f|| á ¿"H« + ï||,        all u in U,   v in V.

Proof. Let S= {xEB*: \\x\\ ial}. According to the Krein-Smulian

theorem [2, p. 429], it suffices to show SC\W is compact (in the

weak-* topology). Put Q= {u+v: uE U, vEV, ||m||^1, |M|^l}.
Evidently Q is compact. Using our hypothesis, one readily checks

that Sr\W=Sr\k-Q, a compact set.
We shall apply this lemma below. First we introduce some nota-

tions. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, C(X) the Banach space of

all complex-valued continuous functions on X. The conjugate space

is identified with the space of complex Baire measures on X. For a

closed subalgebra A of C(X), we denote by AL the set of all such

measures ju satisfying ffdß = 0, all/£^4. If ß is a measure, \ß\ is the

total variation of ß, a positive measure; \\ß\\ is the norm of ß as a

linear functional on C(X). If fEC(X), fß is the measure defined by

(fß)(E)=fEfdß. If ip is a homeomorphism of X on X, ß o \j/ is the

measure defined by (p. oip)(E) =ß(tj/(E)). If A is a closed subalgebra

of C(X) which contains the constants and separates the points of X,

we shall call it a function algebra on X. If in addition the real parts of

functions in A uniformly approximate to all real continuous functions

on X, we call A a Dirichlet algebra on X. It is easy to see that A is a
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Dirichlet algebra if and only if AL contains no nonzero real measures.

We shall need the following fact (see [5]) : If A is any Dirichlet alge-

bra on X and M is any maximal ideal of A, there exists a unique

positive measure a m on X with total mass 1, such that

I fdaM = 0,        all / in M.

For a general discussion of Dirichlet algebras, see [5].

If A is any function algebra on a space X, we denote by S(A) the

space of maximal ideals of X, taken in the Gelfand topology and hence

a compact Hausdorff space. The space X has a natural homeomorphic

embedding in S(A) as a closed subset, and we shall regard X as con-

tained in 5(^4). A may be regarded as a function algebra on S(A).

If A and B are function algebras on X, we shall denote by

S(A) jf S(B) the compact space obtained by attaching S(A) to S(B)

along X, via the natural embeddings of X.

Example. If A is a function algebra on the circle, and S(A) is the

closed disk, S(A) jf S(A) is a 2-sphere (see III below).

II. General results.

Theorem 1. Let A and B be Dirichlet algebras on X. Suppose there

is a Baire set E EX such that \v\ (E) = \p\ (X — E) =0for every pEA1,

vEB1. Then At~\B is a Dirichlet algebra on X, and S(AC\B)=S(A)

jjS(B).

Proof. The hypothesis implies that ||ju+i'|| =||m|| + IIHI ^or every

pEAx, vEB1. Applying the lemma, we find that A1+BL is weak-*

closed, and hence (AC\B)L = Ai-+B1-. But if pEAL, pEB), and p+v

is real, then p and v are each real (since p and v are mutually singular),

so p = v = 0. Thus AC\B is a Dirichlet algebra. To prove the second

assertion, we define a map from S(A) jf S(B) into S(AC\B) as fol-

lows: If M is a maximal ideal of A or B, M' = MC\Ar\B is a maximal

ideal of AC\B. It is easy to see that the map: M—+M' is continuous.

To see that the map: M-^M' is injective, recall that to each maximal

ideal M there is associated a unique positive measure <xm on X, with

total mass 1, such that jfdaM = Q for all fEM. Evidently, <tm = o~m'.

If M' = N', <sm—g~x is a real measure annihilating AC\B, so <jm = <ïx-

If M and N are both ideals of A (or B), then it follows that M=N. It

remains to consider the possibility: MES(A), NES(B). But if

MES(A) — X, o~m(X — E) = 0. To prove this, we observe that for any

fEM,f<TMEAL, and so fx-x |/|d<7jii = 0.
For each xEX there is an fxEM with fx(x)^0. Using the con-
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tinuity of the fx and the compactness of X, we get /i, •••,/* in M

such that F= ¿î-i |/<| >0 on X. But

/FdffM = S I       I /» I ̂ -m = 0
X-S t=l «^ X-E

which implies that o-jí(Z — E) = 0. Similarly, if NES(B)—X, aN(E)
= 0. Since (Tjií = (7jv, trj^(X) =0, which is false. It follows that M and A/

correspond to the same point of X. Thus the map: M—*M' is injective.

To see that the map is surjective, let L now denote any maximal

ideal of AC\B. We must show that L is contained in a maximal ideal

of either A or B. Put o-L=<Pi+(b2 where <pi(Z)=aL(ZC\E) for any

Baire set ZEX. Then 4>i and <p2 are positive measures, not both zero.

Suppose 0i?¿O. We then assert that L is contained in a maximal ideal

of A. To prove this, it suffices to show that the ideal of A generated

by L is proper. Now for any f EL, faLE(AC\B)L, so f<pi-\-f4>2 = ß-\-v,

where ßEAL and vEB±. Since \f(b1-ß\(X-E) = 0=\v-f4>2\(E),we

conclude thatf(bi = ß. Thus ffgdcpi lor every/EL, gEA. Since fldcpi
>0, it follows that the ideal generated by L in A is proper.

Let A be a Dirichlet algebra on X, and let \p be a homeomorphism

of X on itself. We define A(\p) = {fEA:f o\pEA). A(\p) is clearly a

closed subalgebra of A containing the constants. It may, of course,

reduce to the constants.

We call \f/ singular (with respect to A) if there exists a Baire set

EC^such that

(*) | ß | (X - E) = | ß | (rl(E)) = 0,       all ß E AK

Theorem 2.1f\p is singular, A (\p) is a Dirichlet algebra on X. More-

over, S(A(f)) =S(A) fj, S (A), the space obtained by attaching S(A) to

S(A) along X via the map \f/; and A(\p) is a proper subalgebra of A,

unless A = C(X).

Proof. Let B= \fEC(X);f o\pEA\. Since A is a Dirichlet alge-
bra on X, so is B, and clearly A (\p) =AC\B. Now vEBx if and only if

ffo4'~1dv = 0 lor all/E.4, and so if and only if voipEA-1. Let E be

the set satisfying (*). Then \ß\(X — E)=0 for all ßEA1; also if

vEB1, \v\ (E) = \v o\p\ (\p~1(E)) = 0, since vo\l/EAx. Thus Theorem 1

applies to the algebras A and B, yielding that A(\p) —A(~\B is a Di-

richlet algebra on X, and that S (A «0) = S(A)f S(B) = S(A) #, S(A).
If Aty)=A, then AQB, so ALZ)BL so for every vEBL, \v\(X-E)

= |j»|(E) = 0, thus v = 0, and hence B = C(X), whence A = C(X).

Suppose next that A is a function algebra on X and G a group of

homeomorphisms of X on itself, such that f o gEA, for every fEA,
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gEG. In a natural way each g E G extends to a homeomorphism of

S (A) on itself : if M is a maximal ideal of A, g(M) = {fEA \f ogEM}.
Put

A' = {/£ A: J = fog for every g G G}.

Then A' is a uniformly closed algebra of functions on X. We denote

by X/G the identification space induced by G. A' may be regarded

as an algebra of functions on X/G.

Theorem 3. Suppose G is finite. Then S(A') = S(A)/G. If A is a
Dirichlet algebra on X, then A' is a Dirichlet algebra on X/G.

Proof. We may regard A' as an algebra of functions on S(^4)/C7.

Thus there is an obvious continuous map t from S(A)/G into S(A').

To see that r is injective, let mi, m2 be points of S (A) giving rise

to distinct points of S(A)/G, i.e., such that g(mi)7im2 for all gEG.

Choose fEA such that f(g(mi))^0 for all gEG, f(m2)=0. Put

F— Woaof o g. Then FEA, F o g = F for every gEG, so FEA', and
F(mi) 9¿0 = F(m2). Thus r(mi), r(m2) are distinct elements of S(A').

To show that t is surjective, consider a maximal ideal M oí A' and

let Mi denote the ideal generated by M in A. Suppose Mi is not

proper. Then we can find /i, •••,/» in M and ki, • • • , kn in A with

jlfiki = 1.

Put ki = 23„e o ki o g. Then ki £ ^4' and

Y,fiki' = N = order of G.

Hence M is the unit ideal in A', a contradiction. Thus Mi is proper,

and t maps the point of S(A)/G induced by Mi on M. Thus t is

surjective, and so S(A)/G = S(A').

We now let A be a Dirichlet algebra on X. Let u be a real continu-

ous function on X such that «og = a for all gEG, so that m can be

regarded as defined on X/G. Let e>0 be arbitrary. Since A is a Dirch-

let algebra, there exists/ in A such that ||Re/—«|| <€, (where |[

denotes the maximum modulus on X).

Put F=(l/N)J^geefog. Clearly FEA' and ||Re F-u\\ <e, since

||Re/og — m|| <e for each g£G. Hence A' is a Dirichlet algebra on

X/G.
Note. In the latter part of the theorem, the same argument can be

made if G is compact (instead of finite), with integration over G re-
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placing summation. Also, the same method shows thatif A is a maximal

subalgebra of C(X), then A' is a maximal subalgebra of C(X/G).

III. Applications. Let Y denote the unit circle \z\ = 1 in the z-plane,

and A 0 the algebra of all continuous functions on Y which admit con-

tinuous extensions to |z| ^1, analytic on |z| <1. It is well known

that: Ao is a Dirichlet algebra on Y; S(A0) can be identified with the

closed disk \z\ ï£l; every measure in A£ is absolutely continuous

with respect to Lebesgue measure on Y (F. and M. Riesz); A o is a

maximal subalgebra of C(Y) (see [5]).

Let \p be a homeomorphism of Y on Y such that for some Borel set

E of Lebesgue measure 27r, ^_1(E) has Lebesgue measure zero. We

shall call \p singular. Recall that by definition, ^0(1^)= {fEAo\f oip

EAo}. In view of the facts summarized above, Theorem 2 applies,

to give:

Corollary 1. A0(ip) is a Dirichlet algebra on Y, and is a proper sub-

algebra of Ao- S(Ao(ip)) is a 2-sphere.

Let ^bea singular homeomorphism of Y on itself such that \p o\p

= identity. Clearly fo\j/ EAa(4/) for every fEA0(\p). Put

A+= {/G^o|/=/o^}.

Let G be the two element group generated by \p. Then A$= {fEAoty) \f

=/og for every g in G}. Thus Theorem 3 can be applied, with

A =Ao(4>) and A' = Ai. We get, first

Corollary 2. A* is a Dirichlet algebra on Y/\¡/.

The topology of S(Aj,) and of Y/\[/ depends on whether or not yp

preserves orientation on Y.

Corollary 3. // 4> reverses orientation, Y/4> is (homeomorphic to) a

closed interval and S(A$) is a 2-sphere. If \p preserves orientation and

has no fixed points, Y/yp is a circle and S(A^) is a (real) projective plane.

Proof. The assertions for Y/ip are easily verified. By Theorem 3,

S(A¿) = S(Ao(ip))/G. Since S(A0(t)) is a 2-sphere, S(Ao(^))/G is easily

seen to be a closed disk with the boundary identification induced by \p.

From this the assertions follow.

Note. The situation when \p reverses orientation was described in

[l]. The method of proof of the following result was used in the

corresponding theorem in [l].

Theorem 4. A$ is a maximal subalgebra of C(Y/\p).
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Proof. Let B be a closed subalgebra of C(Y/\(/). We may regard B

as a closed subalgebra of C(Y) such that /=/ o \p for every fEB. As-

sume A^EB. Let 0 denote the space of all measures vonY such that

v= — v oty, so 0= C(Y/\p)± under the obvious identifications. If pEA„

and j'GO, we have

n  ll       1 II ll       1 n ilIIHI  = ~ I!»" + M O '/'ll = — \\p + v + p o \J/ + v o i/-||

g — (||/í + i»|| + ||/iO^ + i»oiA||) = Um + HI-

Hence by the Lemma ^4o+0 is weak-* closed, and therefore = A$.

Thus if \EBL, ~K = p+v for some pEA£, i>G©. If B^C(Y/\p), then
we have such a X outside 0, so Q^p — ̂  — vEA^Í^B1. Now for any

fEB, fpEBL, so fp=pi+vi for some piEA^, viE®. Thus pi-fp
=fpo\j/—piO\(/. Since \¡/ is singular, fp—pi = Q, or //xG-4o". Thus

fgfdp = 0 for every gG^o, /G-B. Since ¿t^O and A0 is a maximal alge-

bra, this implies BEAo, and thus B = A+. Hence Af is maximal.

Appendix. As an application of the algebras A0(^) introduced

above, we now give a closure result on the unit circle Y. Let ^ be a

homeomorphism of Y which reverses orientation on Y. We do not as-

sume here that SI7 is singular.

Theorem 5. Every continuous function on Y can be uniformly ap-

proximated by linear combination of powers zn, »2:0, and St"1, «2:0.

The proof makes use of arguments given in [l]. Let/G^oW- Let

a be a value taken by / in |z| <1. Suppose a£/(r). Put g—f—a.

Then gEA0(fy) and varr arg g>0. But varr arg g= —varr arg g(\tO,

since ¥ reverses direction, and var arg g(^f) 2:0, since g(^) EA 0. This

is a contradiction, and soaG/(r). Thus/(|z| <l)çi/(r). We conclude

that, unless/is a constant,/(r) has positive area in the plane.

Let p be any measure on T with p-Lzn, »2:0, and plSkn, »2:0. All

we need to do is to show that p must be 0. By the F. and M. Riesz

theorem, dp = h(t)dt on ( —it, it), where there is some r] in the Hardy

class H1 with i?(0) = 0 and r¡(eu)=h(t). Put H(0) =JLTh(t)dt. It is easy

to verify that HEAo-

Because we may rotate, it is no loss of generality to assume that

*( —1) = —1. We can then set: SIr(gi<)=e<*<<), where ^ is a strictly de-

creasing continuous function on ( — t, it) with \p( — ir) =ir, $(ir) = —ir.

Now

I    h(t)ein*^dl = 0,       » 2: 0.
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Integrating by parts, we get

f   H(t)d(e™*^) = 0,        » è 0.

Putting u=\j/(t) in this integral, we have

I    H(\¡s-l(u))d(einu) = 0,        » è 0.

Hence iZ"(^-1)G-4o- Thus ií£.i4o(1ír-1)- Since Sir-1 also reverses orien-

tation, we conclude by the above that either H is constant or H(Y)

has positive area. But H is absolutely continuous. Hence H is con-

stant and so 0, whence ß = 0, and we are done.
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